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As opposed to grammatical and linguistic competence that is f ocused f or example on audio lingual and
grammar-translation methods, Richards mentioned that CLT f ocuses on and aims at communicative
competence. [1]
Thus, enabling the learners to use the language in a communicative situation to satisf y their needs
in real-lif e communication is a priority in CLT. In contrast, Brown mentioned that the grammar-translation
method "does virtually nothing to enhance a student’s communicative ability in the language“ [2].
In this regard, meaning is emphasized in CLT . Finocchiaro andBrumf it pointed out that CLT f ocuses
on meaning as opposed to methods like audio lingual that f ocus on f orm and grammatical or linguistic
knowledge.
So, CLT shif ts f rom learning structure of language to learning how to communicate and how
to communicate ef f ectively. [3]
In CLT, the linguistic system of the target language is learnt best while the learner is attempting
to communicate. In this case, the major portion of the learning process is not upon the teacher thus
illustrating that CLT classes have moved f rom teacher-centeredness to learner-centeredness.CLT gives the
learners more responsibility and involvement in the process of learning.
In other words, learner-centeredness takes precedence over teacher-centeredness. Thus, the role
of the teacher in a CLT class can be regarded as a f acilitator that helps the students and learners in the
process of learning to conduct ef f ective communication. This notion is helpf ul as it is the learner who must
learn how to communicate ef f ectively and use the languagecomprehensibly. Thus, the learner should
exercise and communicate enough in the CLT class to achieve communicative competence. In other words,
the learner must be well involved in the process of learning. At the same time, the learner is also trying
to use the language correctly. Theref ore, the f ocus of CLT on linguistic competence is contextualized and
is achieved through the process of accomplishing ef f ective communication.
In CLT, learning items are contextualized but in grammartranslation method, only memorizing a “list
of isolated words” is practiced .
A CLT class may start with communication and communicative activities whereas this stage starts af ter
a long process of exercising and drilling in audio lingual. Furthermore, in a CLT class, mastering speech takes
precedence over reading and writing. Reading and writing are postponed until speech is mastered. Following
the emphasis of CLT on meaning, communicative competence and use of the target language
in a communicative situation ef f ectively, it can be concluded that f unctions play important role and are
f ocused in CLT .
It is worth mentioning that not only the f unctions but also the sequence of the f unctions are taken into
consideration in CLT books. The sequence of units in CLT books f or CLT classes is determined according
to the f unctions that are of interest to the learner and is based on the needs of the learner
in a communicative situation.
For example, a CLT book would start with greeting lesson because it is the most basic need
of a learner in real lif e communication. As the units of the book develop, the topics of each unit take into
consideration more advanced needs of a learner in real lif e communication. For example, reserving f light
tickets and making an appointment with the doctor are the subsequent units that would appear in the book
f or CLT class [4].

Thus, the content of the units of CLT books that are used in CLT classes are based on the f unctions
of language and needs of the learners in real lif e communicative situation and the sequence of the units are
based on the learners’ interest and their importance f or the learners.
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